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Abstra t

Our mobile robot system uses s ale-invariant visual
landmarks to lo alize itself and build a 3D map of the
environment simultaneously. As image features are
not noise-free, we arry out error analysis and use
Kalman Filters to tra k the 3D landmarks, resulting in
a database map with landmark positional un ertainty.
By mat hing a set of landmarks as a whole, our robot
an lo alize itself globally based on the database ontaining landmarks of suÆ ient distin tiveness. Experiments show that re ognition of position within a map
without any prior estimate an be a hieved using the
s ale-invariant landmarks.

1 Introdu tion
Mobile robot lo alization and mapping, the proess of simultaneously tra king the position of a mobile robot relative to its environment and building a
map of the environment, has been a entral resear h
topi for the past few years. A urate lo alization
is a prerequisite for building a good map, and having an a urate map is essential for good lo alization.
Therefore, Simultaneous Lo alization And Map Building (SLAMB) is a riti al underlying fa tor for su essful mobile robot navigation in a large environment.
To a hieve SLAMB, there are di erent types of sensor modalities su h as sonar, laser range nders and
vision. Many early su essful approa hes [4℄ utilize arti ial landmarks, and therefore do not fun tion properly in bea on-free environments. Vision-based approa hes using stable natural landmarks in unmodi ed
environments are highly desirable for a wide range of
appli ations.
Harris's 3D vision system DROID [9℄ uses the visual motion of image orner features for 3D re onstru tion. Kalman lters are used for tra king features from
whi h it determines both the amera motion and the
3D positions of the features. It is a urate in the short
to medium term, but long-term drifts an o ur.

There are two types of lo alization: lo al and
global. Lo al te hniques aim at ompensating odometri errors during robot navigation. They require
that the initial lo ation of the robot is approximately
known and they typi ally annot re over if they lose
tra k of the robot's position.
Global te hniques an lo alize a robot without any
prior knowledge about its position, i.e., they an handle the kidnapped robot problem, in whi h a robot
is kidnapped and arried to some unknown lo ation.
Global lo alization te hniques are more powerful than
lo al ones and an ope with situations in whi h the
robot is likely to experien e serious positioning errors.
Markov lo alization was employed by various teams
with su ess [15, 19℄. For example, the Deuts hes
Museum Bonn tour-guide robot RHINO [5℄ utilizes
a metri version of this approa h with laser sensors.
However, it needs to be supplied with a manually derived map, and annot learn maps from s rat h. Using Markov lo alization, [6℄ proposes a tive lo alization, i.e., the lo alization routine an ontrol the robot
where to move and where to look, to in rease the eÆien y and robustness of lo alization.
Unlike RHINO, the latest museum tour-guide robot
MINERVA [20℄ learns its map and uses amera mosai s
of the eiling in addition to the laser s an o upan y
map. It uses the EM algorithm to learn the o upan y
map and the Markov lo alization with lter te hniques
for global lo alization [8℄.
The Monte Carlo Lo alization method based on
the CONDENSATION algorithm was proposed in [7℄.
This vision-based Bayesian ltering method uses a
sampling-based density representation. Unlike the
Kalman lter based approa hes, it an represent multimodal probability distributions. Given a visual map
of the eiling obtained by mosai ing, it lo alizes the
robot globally using a s alar brightness measurement.
[12℄ proposed some modi ations to this algorithm for

better eÆ ien y in large symmetri environments.
Sin e the sensor information (sonar, laser or brightness measurement) only provides very low feature
spe i ity, these methods are probabilisti and require
the robot to move around, while the probabilities onverge towards one lo alized peak gradually.
Sim and Dudek [18℄ proposed learning natural visual features for pose estimation. Landmark mat hing
is a hieved using prin ipal omponents analysis and
a tra ked landmark is a set of image thumbnails dete ted in the learning phase, for ea h grid position in
pose spa e. [3℄ sele ts image pat hes in terms of their
uniqueness within the lo al region and dynami reliability as landmarks for navigation.
We have proposed a vision-based SLAMB algorithm [17℄ by tra king SIFT (S ale Invariant Feature
Transform) landmarks orre ting odometry lo ally. As
our robot is equipped with Tri lops [14℄, a trino ular stereo system, the estimated 3D position of the
landmarks an be obtained and hen e a 3D map an
be built and the robot an be lo alized simultaneously. The 3D map, represented as a SIFT landmark database, is in rementally updated over time and
adaptive to dynami environments.
The kidnapped robot problem is similar to a re ognition problem where the robot tries to mat h the urrent view to a previously built map. The SIFT features
used here were originally designed for obje t re ognition purposes, and therefore these visual landmarks
are good for robot lo alization.
In this paper, we arry out error analysis for the
SIFT landmarks as image features are not noise-free.
By asso iating ea h landmark with a ovarian e matrix, we employ the Kalman Filters to tra k the landmarks, resulting in a database with landmark positional un ertainty. By enhan ing the spe i ity of the
SIFT features, we onsider mat hing a set of SIFT
landmarks as a whole, using the highly distin tive visual information to lo alize the robot globally from the
urrent view of the s ene.
2 SIFT Features
SIFT was developed by Lowe [13℄ for image feature
generation in obje t re ognition appli ations. The features are invariant to image translation, s aling, rotation, and partially invariant to illumination hanges
and aÆne or 3D proje tion. These hara teristi s
make them suitable landmarks for robust SLAMB,
sin e when mobile robots are moving around in an
environment, landmarks are observed over time, but
from di erent angles, distan es or under di erent illumination.
Previous approa hes to feature dete tion, su h as
the widely used Harris orner dete tor [10℄, are sen-

sitive to the s ale of an image and therefore are not
suited to building a map that an be mat hed from a
range of robot positions.
2.1

Feature Generation

2.2

Stereo Mat hing

2.3

Ego-motion Estimation

Key lo ations are sele ted at maxima and minima of
a di eren e of Gaussian fun tion applied in s ale spa e.
This is omputed by forming a pyramid of images using
Gaussian smoothing and subsampling,
with adja ent
p
s ales di ering by a fa tor of 2.
Prior to subsampling, ea h image is subtra ted from
its Gaussian smoothed image to produ e a di eren eof-Gaussian image for ea h pyramid level. Feature loations are identi ed by dete ting maxima and minima relative to surrounding pixels and adja ent s ales.
This provides an eÆ ient method for identifying repeatable lo ations in s ale spa e.
SIFT lo ates key points at regions and s ales of high
variation, making these lo ations parti ularly stable
for hara terizing the image. [13℄ demonstrated the
stability of SIFT keys to image transformations. At
ea h feature lo ation, an orientation is sele ted by determining the peak of a histogram of lo al image gradient orientations. A subpixel image lo ation, s ale and
orientation are asso iated with ea h SIFT feature.
In our Tri lops system, we have three images at
ea h frame. In addition to the epipolar onstraint and
disparity onstraint, we also employ the SIFT s ale
and orientation onstraints for mat hing the right and
left images. These resulting mat hes are then mat hed
with the top image similarly, with an extra onstraint
for agreement between the horizontal and verti al disparities. The horizontal disparity is the di eren e in
row pixel position in the left and right ameras whereas
the verti al disparity is the di eren e in olumn pixel
position in the top and right ameras.
If a feature has more than one mat h satisfying
these riteria, it is ambiguous and dis arded so that
the resulting mat hes are more onsistent and reliable.
The nal disparity is taken as the average between the
horizontal and verti al disparities.
From the positions of the mat hes and knowing the
amera intrinsi parameters, we an ompute the 3D
world oordinates relative to the robot for ea h feature.
They an subsequently serve as landmarks for map
building and tra king.
To build a map, we need to know how the robot
has moved between frames in order to put the landmarks together oherently. The robot odometry data
an only give a rough estimate and it is prone to error su h as drifting, slipping, et . To nd mat hes in

the se ond view, the odometry allows us to predi t the
region to sear h for ea h mat h more eÆ iently.
On e the SIFT features are mat hed, we an use
the mat hes in a least-squares pro edure to ompute
a more a urate amera ego-motion and hen e better
lo alization. This will also help adjust the 3D oordinates of the SIFT landmarks for map building.
We would like to maintain a database tra king the
SIFT landmarks and use it to mat h features found in
subsequent views. The initial oordinate frame is used
as the referen e and all landmarks are relative to this
xed frame.
Figure 1 show the SIFT dete tion, stereo mat hing
and frame-to-frame mat hing for some typi al s ene.
Readers are referred to [17℄ for further details.
3 Landmark Un ertainty
There are various errors su h as noisy sensors and
quantization asso iated with the images and the SIFT
features found. They introdu e ina ura y in both
the landmarks' position as well as the least-squares
estimation of the robot position. We would like to
know how reliable the estimates are, so we in orporate
ovarian e into the SIFT database.
We employ a Kalman Filter [1℄ to update the position of ea h landmark. A 3x3 ovarian e matrix is
asso iated with ea h SIFT landmark in the database.
When a mat h is found in the urrent frame, the urrent ovarian e matrix for the landmark will be ombined with the ovarian e matrix in the database so
far, and the 3D position will be updated a ordingly.
3.1

(a)

(b)

Image Coordinates Un ertainty

Un ertainty of the image oordinates and disparity obtained during the SIFT feature dete tion and
mat hing will be propagated to un ertainty in the
landmark 3D positions.
For stereo under a typi al pinhole amera model,
we an ompute the the 3D lo ation (X; Y; Z ) of a
landmark from its row and olumn image oordinates
(r; ) and its disparity d:
( 0 )I ; Y = (r0 r)I ; Z = fI
X=
d

d

d

where (r0 ; 0 ) are the image entre oordinates, I is
the intero ular distan e and f is the fo al length.
For the rst order error propagation [2℄, we have:
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Figure 1: (a) SIFT features found, with s ale and orientation indi ated by the size and orientation of the
squares. (b) Stereo mat hing result, where horizontal
and verti al lines indi ate the horizontal and verti al
disparities respe tively. ( ) The SIFT feature mat hes
between onse utive frames for a 5Æ lo kwise rotation,
where the white dot indi ates the urrent position and
the white ross indi ates the new position.
where 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 and 2 are the varian es of
X

Y

Z

r

d

X , Y , Z , , r and d respe tively.

Experiments show that both the row and olumn
oordinates are roughly normally distributed with
r2 = 1 and 2 = 1 (i.e., standard deviation of the

feature lo ation is about 1 pixel).
We ompute the horizontal disparity hd as the differen e between two olumn oordinates, and the verti al disparity vd as the di eren e between two row
oordinates. Therefore, the varian es for hd and vd
are both 2. Then, the nal disparity is obtained as the
average between hd and vd, so the varian e for the nal disparity is one quarter of the sum of the varian es
for hd and vd, hen e d2 = 1.
Knowing the intrinsi parameters of our system, we
an ompute the varian es for the landmark positions
a ording to the error propagation formulae above.
3.2

Landmark Mat hing

Based on the robot odometry, we predi t the
database landmark positions in the new frame and
look for orresponding mat hes in the vi inity. We
then verify the mat hes a ording to the SIFT s ale
and orientation information. This deals with the data
asso iation problem and allows us to identify whi h
lters to be updated.
A landmark will be dis arded from the database if
it has not been mat hed for more than a prede ned
number of onse utive frames, otherwise, it will be
maintained to ater for temporary o lusion.
3.3
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Error Propagation

Assuming the roll, pit h and yaw omponents are
independent, the transformation pro eeds in 4 stages:
P (roll), P (pit h), P (yaw) and then V (translations). We obtain the varian es (2 ,2 ,2 ) for these
parameters from the robot position ovarian e.
In general, given
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This ovarian e matrix is the produ t of three matri es: the rst matrix is a 3x12 matrix, the se ond
matrix is a 12x12 matrix and the third matrix is the
transpose of the rst matrix (hen e a 12x3 matrix).
3.5

Filter Update

Afterwards, we ombine the new ovarian e matrix
new with the previous ovarian e matrix of the landmark in the database KF to obtain the new ovarian e matrix 0KF . We ombine the new position of the
landmark rnew with the database landmark position
sKF using the ovarian es to obtain a better estimate
of its new position s0KF . We have:
1 )
0KF = (KF1 + new

Ba kward Transformation

We use the robot pose estimate to transform landmarks in the urrent oordinates frame into the initial frame. From the least-squares minimization proedure, we an obtain the robot pose as well as its
ovarian e, whi h needs to be propagated to the landmark 3D position un ertainty.
To transform from urrent frame to the initial
frame:
rnew = (P (P (P robs ))) + V
where robs and rnew are the observed position in the
urrent frame and the transformed position in the initial frame respe tively. V is the translational transformation while P , P and P are the rotational transformations required (for yaw , pit h and roll )
around ea h of the three axes.
We would like to obtain the ovarian e of rnew
(new ) from the ovarian e of the observed position
obs , given by a diagonal matrix onsisting of X2 , Y2
and Z2 .
3.4

where P is a 3x3 matrix, X and X0 are the 3-ve tors
for the old and new position respe tively. When there
are errors asso iated with both P and X: P (9x9
ovarian e for P) and X (3x3 ovarian e for X), the
3x3 ovarian e for the resulting ve tor X0 , based on
rst order un ertainty analysis, is given by:

1

1 r )
s0KF = 0KF (KF1 sKF + new
new
3.6

Database Map With Un ertainty

During the map building pro ess, the robot traverses around our 10m by 10m lab tra king the SIFT
landmarks. A Kalman Filter is initiated for ea h landmark and updated over frames. From the bird's eye
view of the map, we an see that its un ertainty ellipse
shrinks when a landmark is being observed repeatedly,
while its positional un ertainty de reases.
Figure 2 shows the bird's eye view of the SIFT
database as well as the robot traje tory after 148
frames with 4828 landmarks in the database. The
landmarks are three-dimensional and their un ertainty
are represented as ellipsoids, but ellipses are shown in
the bird's eye view. Assuming errors are normally distributed, ea h landmark position has a 2 distribution
with 3 degrees of freedom. Error ellipses overing a
region of 1 standard deviation in either sides of X and
Z dire tions are shown.
Un ertainty for landmarks loser to the robot tends
to be lower, as expe ted for landmarks with larger disparities. The largest un ertainty is asso iated with
landmarks that are seen only from a distan e, su h as
those seen through an open door in the upper right
orner of Figure 2. Visual judgement indi ates that
the SIFT landmarks orrespond well to a tual obje ts
in the lab.

Figure 2: Bird's eye view of the 3D SIFT database

map, showing the un ertainty ellipses of the landmarks, and the robot traje tory during the map building. Note that the smallest ellipses represent the most
reliable and useful landmarks.

As the disparity error transforms to a larger error
in the depth dire tion, we an see that for most landmarks, the un ertainty ellipses are elongated in the
dire tion along whi h they are observed. For example, the robot was fa ing rightward in the X dire tion,
when the landmarks on the right hand side are observed, therefore the ellipses are elongated in the X
dire tion.
4 Lo al Image Chara teristi s
So far, we have been using the s ale and orientation
of ea h SIFT key for lo alization and map building.
In order to re ognize where the robot is relative to a
previously built map, features suÆ iently distin tive
are required to identify s enes in the map. In order to
obtain a feature ve tor for high spe i ity, we des ribe
the lo al image region in a manner invariant to various
image transformations [13℄.
This feature ve tor is formed by measuring the lo al
image gradients at a number of orientations in oordinates relative to the lo ation, s ale and orientation of
the feature. The gradient lo ations are further blurred
to redu e sensitivity to small lo al image deformations,
su h as result from 3D viewpoint hange.
The lo al and multi-s ale nature of the features
makes them insensitive to noise, lutter and o lusion,
while the detailed lo al image properties represented
by the features makes them highly sele tive for mat h-

ing to large databases of previously viewed features.
Lowe's obje t re ognition appli ation used 8 orientations, ea h sampled over 4x4 grid of lo ations, so the
total number of samples for ea h SIFT key is 128. For
our appli ation, we experimentally ompare di erent
sample sizes and it seems that a smaller ve tor is already suÆ iently dis riminating in our environment.
We use 4 orientations, ea h sampled over a 2x2 grid of
lo ations. The total number of samples in ea h SIFT
key ve tor is now 4  2  2 or 16 elements.
Using this lo al image ve tor metri , we an simply
ompute the Eu lidean distan e measure between the
ve tors of two features to he k whether or not they
mat h.
Stereo mat hing and frame-to-frame mat hing is
still based on the s ale and orientation, as very onsistent results an be obtained already, to avoid extra
omputational burden.
5 Hough Transform Set Mat hing
During stereo and frame-to-frame mat hing, we
only onsider ea h SIFT feature on its own. To ta kle
global lo alization, we onsider mat hing a set of SIFT
landmarks as a whole. Given a small set of urrent
SIFT features and a large set of SIFT landmarks in the
database, we would like to estimate the robot position
that would have brought the largest number of landmarks into lose alignment, provided that the robot
has previously viewed the urrent s ene during the
map building stage.
Hough Transform [11℄ hashing methods are known
to be very eÆ ient for this type of task. We start with
a three-dimensional dis retized sear h spa e (X; Z; )
where X is the sideways displa ement, Z is the forward
displa ement and  is the orientation. The algorithm
is as follows:
1. For ea h SIFT feature in the urrent frame,
nd the set of potential SIFT landmarks in the
database that mat h, using the lo al image ve tor and the height as the preliminary onstraints.
2. For ea h of the potential mat hes, for all disretized values of  within the sear h spa e, ompute the X and Z required to mat h. Vote for
the Hough Transform bin that orresponds to the
parti ular X and Z .
3. Due to landmark un ertainty des ribed above,
we also vote the neighbouring Hough bins within
2:8X and 2:8Z , i.e., overing a 95% on den e region. Although the un ertainty is elliptial in shape for the X and Z dire tions, we simply
vote in the re tangular region overing the ellipse.
4. Afterwards, the bins with many votes orrespond
to the pose on gurations that are more likely to

result in a large number of mat hes.
5. Sele t the top N pose on gurations and arry out
feature mat hing for ea h pose. Use the mat hes
for least-squares minimization to obtain a pose
estimate. Then, for ea h of the N pose estimates,
iterate using least-squares minimization again to
obtain a better pose estimate. Sele ting a small
set of hypotheses in a large spa e for veri ation
allows for noisy data and un ertainty.
6. Among the N hypothesis, we sele t the one with
the maximum number of mat hes and the lowest
least-squares error, orresponding to a robot pose
whi h an best mat h the most landmarks in the
database.
6 Global Lo alization Results
Using the SIFT database map built in Se tion 3.6,
the robot is arried to various positions and asked
to estimate where it is. We measure manually the
approximate lo ation and orientation of the robot
and ompare with the SIFT global lo alization results
(with N set to 10) for various test positions.
The results are tabulated as follows, where (X,Z,H)
represents X m in the X dire tion, Z m in the Z
dire tion and H degree orientation:
Case Measured Pose
Pose Estimation
1
(45,90,25Æ)
(50.953,92.034,26:963Æ)
2
(90,180, 5Æ) (93.670,187.963, 4:278Æ)
3 (70,300, 40Æ) (75.800,295.850, 41:074Æ)
4
(0,-150,0Æ)
(-2.733,-142.823, 1:226Æ)
Æ
5
(0,0,0 )
(0.792,1.746, 0:426Æ)
Æ
6
(0,0,15 )
(0.886,-4.071,16:035Æ)
Æ
7 (-100,10, 90 ) (-93.816,4.357, 87:867Æ)
8
(-10,-70,130Æ) (-9.602,-74.298,128:918Æ)
From these results, we an see that global lo alization using SIFT features augmented with lo al image
des ription is good in all ases. Unlike Markov lo alization, the robot does not need to traverse around to
lo alize, thanks to the spe i ity of the SIFT features.
The results are independent estimates obtained
from di erent positions and viewpoints. The average translational and rotational errors are 6.08 m and
1:21Æ respe tively for this set of experiments. All estimation results are within 10 m of the ground truth.
Figure 3 shows the lo alization results visually for
ases 1 to 4, indi ating the robot's estimated position
and orientation relative to the environment.
The Hough bin size does not seem to a e t the results very mu h - urrently we use 4 m dis retization
in the X and Z dire tions and 2Æ dis retization for the
orientation. Only a rough pose is required from the
Hough Transform stage, sin e we then pro eed with

(a)

(b)

( )

(d)

Figure 3: Robot global lo alization results showing the

estimated position and orientation. The vee indi ates
the robot eld of view. (a) Case 1. (b) Case 2. ( )
Case 3. (d) Case 4.

least-squares minimization to onverge to a better estimate. The bin size does a e t the run-time performan e. It takes around 2.5 se onds on a Pentium III
700MHZ pro essor for the lo alization here, with the
Hough spa e overing the lab size and all dire tions.
But this is a bootstrap phase whi h only needs to be
arried out on e in the beginning, sin e after knowing
where it is, the robot will ontinue the usual on urrent lo alization and map building.
7 Con lusion
In this paper, we des ribed brie y our vision-based
SLAMB algorithm based on the SIFT features. Being s ale and orientation invariant, SIFT features are
good natural visual landmarks for tra king over long
periods of time from di erent views, to orre t odometry lo ally. As there are errors asso iated with image
features, error analysis is important to tell us how well
the landmarks are lo alized.
Beyond previous works, we have a hieved mobile
robot global lo alization based on distin tive natural
visual landmarks in the environment, i.e., our robot
an lo alize itself without any prior knowledge about
its position. Through experiments, we have demonstrated that using SIFT features provides promising
results for both lo al and global lo alization.
Maps an now be re-used as the robot knows where

it is, it an ontinue to improve and augment the previous map. Using the same database map, multiple
robots an lo alize themselves individually with referen e to the same oordinates frame based on the
visual landmarks they are looking at. Knowing the
relative positions of the robots from ea h other is ruial for multi-robot ollaboration, su h as navigation,
map building or other higher-level tasks. Unlike [16℄
where the robots need to be within the eld of view of
one another to be lo alized, our approa h allows the
robots to be at di erent regions in the map.
A omprehensive database map is important for
global lo alization. For example, if the robot has only
observed the front of an obje t, then it will not be
able to re ognize the ba k of the obje t, as they are
ompletely di erent landmarks. We are urrently investigating some mobile robot exploration strategies
to build a good map for the environment, where the
robot would observe obje ts from various viewpoints.
When the global lo alization at some position is not
ertain due to the la k of features or other reasons,
the robot should spin around until it is on dent of
the estimate. Moreover, experiments with larger and
more omplex environments are ne essary to evaluate
the lo alization further, when the database map size
in reases. The SIFT landmark spe i ity an be inreased if ne essary to ensure enough distin tiveness
is maintained.
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